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�����·  Single Sheave Pulley x 2 

�����·  Double Sheave Pulley x 2

�����·  Wood Screws x 8

�����·  Rope

Overview
The pulley system consists of two single and two double sheave pulleys with the rope running center 

and above to the canopy. The rope is threaded in a loop between all pulleys and a�ached on both ends 

to the central clip of the leading profile. 

PARTS LISTING

INSTALLATION

   Start at the sta�onary side of the canopy. 

    On le� or right side of the canopy install a single 

    sheave pulley on the wall or the post in Horizontal 

    direc�on at the desired level. 

    The pulleys have a joint allowing the pulley to bend 

    90 degrees up or down on the base. 

    Bend the pulley's head so it points upward.

   Directly above the first pulley and 1-2 inches above 

   the canopy's cables install a double sheave pulley 

   in 45  degree angle with  the upper screw poin�ng 

   towards the center of the canopy. Bend the pulley's 

   head towards the middle of the canopy. 

     Install the third pulley (double sheave) in Horizontal 

     direc�on in line with the second pulley and center 

     to the canopy. 

Pulling the rope down in one direc�on opens the canopy and the opposite direc�on closes the canopy. 

    On the opposite side where the canopy opens toward 

     install the fourth pulley ( single sheave) in Ver�cal 

     direc�on directly opposite the third pulley. 

     Confirm that all pulleys are in line and the pulleys 

     3  and 4 are centered to the canopy and few inches 

     above it. You are now ready to install the rope. 
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·     Draw the rope to Pulley #2 and thread it into the inner 

    sheave of the pulley. (Red Arrow)
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·   With the  canopy in the closed posi�on �e a loop to 

     one end of the rope and insert it over the middle clip. 

     (Red Arrow)

·    Draw the rope to Pulley #4 and thread it upward into 

    the pulley. (Red Arrow)

·    Draw the rope down (Red Arrow) to Pulley #1 and 

    thread it upward into the pulley. (Blue Arrow)
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·    Draw the rope to Pulley #3 and thread it into the upper 

    wheel of the pulley. (Red Arrow) C
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·     Draw the rope towards the middle clip of the  canopy 

    then pull �ght while preven�ng the canopy form opening.

·    Insert the rope into the middle clip, pull �ght and �e it 

    to the middle clip, (blue arrow) then cut the extra rope.

·    Make sure the rope is �ght in all direc�ons and �ghten 

    it more if needed to complete the installa�on. 

·    Draw the rope towards pulley #3 and thread it into the 

    lower wheel of the pulley.
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·    Draw the rope up towards pulley #2 and thread it into 

    the outer sheave of the pulley. (Blue Arrow) D

You can now open and close your Infinity Canopy by pulling down on the either side of the rope a�ached to Pulley # 1. 
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